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Marathon Capital is a world-class investment bank committed to facilitating a more sustainable 

energy future. Our mission is to achieve our clients’ strategic and financial objectives by delivering 

inspired, knowledge-based solutions to the clean power, sustainable technologies & infrastructure 

markets.

Founded in 1999, Marathon Capital has been involved in many pivotal energy transactions and company 

expansions in the areas of M&A, capital raising, project finance, offtake advisory and tax equity advisory. We serve 

developers, investors and sponsors in jurisdictions around the world. The firm is headquartered in Chicago, with 

offices in London, Halifax, New York City and San Francisco. Representative offices are maintained in Texas and 

Brazil.

Our Values

Respect We listen carefully. We value diversity and 

recognize both the potential and the actual 

achievements of our colleagues, clients and 

partners.

Integrity We adhere to the highest ethical standards 

and remain focused, honest, open and direct. 

Teamwork We prioritize a collaborative environment 

where we rely on one another to incorporate the 

firm’s long-term purpose and values into our 

individual and collective behavior.

Ownership We are owners of the firm committed to 

delivering on every promise we make to our clients, 

counterparties, teammates and ourselves.

Curiosity We foster innovation, provide new 

perspectives and bring creative solutions to our firm 

and our clients. 

Investment Bankers for Clean Energy, Sustainable Technologies 

& Infrastructure Markets
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Extensive Experience Across the Power & Energy Space

Our Team

Our team of investment bankers is highly skilled in M&A, 

capital raising, project finance, commercial finance and 

power plant development and engineering. We combine our 

knowledge and expertise in the wind, solar, energy storage, 

renewable fuels, sustainable technology, e-mobility, 

hydrogen and distributed generation sectors to provide 

innovative solutions to our clients.

8 Time Recipient

Deals & Firms of the Year Award

Power Finance & Risk

Leading Clean Energy Advisor

According to Bloomberg’s Clean Energy Advisory League 

Table rankings, Marathon Capital was the most active North 

American, M&A, Asset Finance & VCPE Advisor in 2019-2020.

Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance League Table Rankings – North America, M&A, 

Asset Finance & VCPE, 2019-2020

Chicago    •    New York    •    San Francisco    •    London    •    Canada    •    Houston    •     Brazil

www.marathoncapital.com

Marathon Capital is previously a four-time recipient of the "Best Renewable Asset M&A 

Adviser" Award, "Renewable Generating Project Finance Deal of the Year" Award (2016), 

first-time recipient of the "Best Asset M&A Adviser" (2017) and first-time recipient of the 

"M&A Adviser of the Year" (2018) in Power Finance & Risk's Annual Power Finance Deals 

and Firms Awards.


